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section a

INTRODUCTION
TO OPENTYPE®
what is
opentype?

OpenType® is a cross-platform font file format developed jointly by
Adobe and Microsoft. The two main benefits of the OpenType format are
its cross-platform compatibility (the same font file works on Macintosh
and Windows computers), and its ability to support widely expanded
character sets and layout features, which provide rich linguistic support
and advanced typographic control.
OpenType fonts can be installed and used alongside PostScript® Type 1
and TrueType fonts.
The range of supported layout features may differ in the various
FontFont OpenType packages, therefore each OpenType package will be
accompanied by this ff Info Guide listing the layout features supported
by this specific font package.
You’ll find a glossary of all available OpenType layout features in
Section B of the general ff OpenType User Guide.

Please see the FontFont OpenType® User Guide
at http://www.fontfont.com/opentype

©fsi, 2005 All rights reserved.
All information in this document is provided “AS IS” without
warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, and is subject
to change without notice.
All trademarks mentioned in this document are the trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
You may reproduce and distribute this document as long as you
do not remove fsi’s copyright information and do not make any
changes in the document.
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section b

FONT & DESIGNER
INFORMATION

Handgloves
about ff Blur Light

about
neville brody
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ff Blur was created by blurring a grayscale image of an existing
grotesque and creating vectors from the results. Being deceptively
simple, the process was often poorly imitated. Blur became one of the
quintessential typefaces of the early and mid-1990s and has remained
popular to date.

Neville Brody is perhaps the best known graphic designer of his
generation. He studied graphic design at the London College of Printing
and first made his way into the public eye through his record cover
designs and his involvement in the British independent music scene in the
early 1980s. As the Art Director of Fetish he began experimenting with the
beginnings of a new visual language that consisted of a mixture of visual
and architectural elements. Later he was able to put these ideas into
practice and to set new precedents through the innovative styling of The
Face magazine (1981-1986). It was his work on magazines that firmly
established his reputation as one of the world’s leading graphic
designers. In particular, his artistic contribution to The Face completely
revolutionised the way in which designers and readers approach the
medium. Though Brody rejected all commercialisation of his graphic style,
his unique designs soon became much-imitated models for magazines,
advertising and consumer-oriented graphics of the eighties. Brody also
won much public acclaim through his highly innovative ideas on
incorporating and combining typefaces into design. Later on he took this a
step further and began designing his own typefaces, thus opening the way
for the advent of digital type design. His pioneering spirit in the area of
typography manifests itself today in such projects as FUSE, a regularly
published collection of experimental typefaces and posters which
challenges the boundaries between typography and graphic design. While
working for Arena (1987-1990) he embarked on a completely opposite
course, using minimalist, non-decorative typography for a time before
returning to his expressive visual style which he now began propagating
with the aid of computers. In 1987 he founded The Studio in London, and
his unusual computer-generated designs received a great deal of
recognition, especially abroad. His work has been commissioned by such
major organisations as Berlin’s Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Greenpeace,
Japanese companies Men’s Bigi and Parco, the Dutch Postal Service, the
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German cable channel Premiere and Austria’s ORF TV channel.Today,
Neville Brody’s work focuses largely on electronic communications
design. At the same time, he continues to create his unique and striking
digital typefaces. His contributions to the world of graphic design and
digital typography are absolutely invaluable. Often referred to as a “star
typographer”, Brody has designed a number of very well-known typfaces.
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section c

SUPPORTED
LAYOUT FEATURES
fontfont opentype®
examples
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case-sensitive forms

(H-o) e (H-O)

capital spacing

HOH e HOH

tabular figures

167 e 167

ordinals

1a2o e 1ª2º

access all alternates

1 e 1¹

ornaments

•e�

localized forms

ŞşŢţ e ȘșȚț
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section d

LANGUAGE
SUPPORT

supported
code pages
standard

�

additional
supported
code pages
pro

�

macos

macos icelandic
macos roman

ibm

ibm-37 united states - ebcdic (ibm-28709)
ibm-273 germany - ebcdic
ibm-277 denmark, norway - ebcdic
ibm-278 finland, sweden - ebcdic
ibm-280 italy - ebcdic
ibm-282
ibm-284 spain, latin america - ebcdic

macos
macos
macos
macos
macos

ibm

central europe
croatian
romanian
turkish

ibm-921 baltic
ibm-1112 baltic - ebcdic

windows

ms windows 1250 eastern european
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ibm-285 united kingdom - ebcdic
ibm-297 france - ebcdic
ibm-500 international - ebcdic
ibm-871 iceland - ebcdic
ibm-1047 open systems - ebcdic

windows

ms windows 1252 latin 1

iso

iso 8859- 1 w eu latin 1
iso 8859-15 west europe latin 9

ms windows 1254 turkish
ms windows 1257 baltic

iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso

8859- 2 c eu latin 2
8859- 3 tu, malt, gal, esp latin 3
8859- 9 w eu+turkish latin 5
8859-10 scandinavian latin 6
8859-13 baltic latin 7
8859-16 southeast europe latin 10

supported
languages
standard

�
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Afrikaans
Albanian
Amharic (ethiopic) [Romanization
system BGN/PCGN 1967]
Arvanitika (latin)
Asturian
Baraba Tatar
Bats (latin)
Bislama
Breton
Burmese (burmese) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1970]
Catalan
Chamorro
Danish
Dutch
English
Estonian
Faeroese
Finnish
Franco-Provencal
French
Frisian
Frisian, East
Frisian, North
Frisian, West
Friulian
Galician
German
Greek (greek) [Romanization; BGN/
PCGN 1962]
Greenlandic
Icelandic
Indonesian
Interlingua
Irish
Italian
Japanese (sino-japanese)
[Romanization; Kunrei]
Karaim (latin)
Kazan Tatar (latin)
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Kurdish (latin)
Kyrgyz (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1979]
Ladin
Laotian (laotian) [Romanization;
National]
Low German
Luxembourgian
Malagasy
Malay (latin)
Manx Gaelic
Norwegian, Bokmål
Norwegian, Nynorsk
Occitan
Pilipino (Tagalog)
Portuguese
Rhaeto-Romance
Romansch
Russian (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1947]
Sami, Southern
Sami, Ume
Scottish Gaelic
Somali
Sotho, Northern
Sotho, Southern
Spanish
Swedish
Tahitian
Tsakhur (latin)
Tsonga
Tswana
Turkmen (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1979]
Ukrainian (cyrillic) [Romanization;
National, 1993]
Walloon
Xhosa
Yapese
Yiddish [Romanization]
Zulu

additional
supported
languages
pro

�
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Älvdalska
Amharic (ethiopic) [Romanization;
UN 1967]
Arumanian
Basque
Belarusian (latin)
Bosnian (latin)
Bulgarian (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1952]
Cook Islands Maori
Crimean Tatar (latin)
Croatian
Czech
Esperanto
Gagauz (latin)
Hawaiian
Hungarian
Istro-Romanian
Japanese (sino-japanese)
[Romanization; Modified Hepburn]
Kashubian
Kazakh (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1979]
Kurmanji
Latvian
Lithuanian
Macedonian (cyrillic)
[Romanization; UN 1977]
Maltese
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Maori
Marshallese
Moldavian (latin)
Polish
Romanian
Russian (cyrillic) [Romanization;
Russian Academy of Sciences
system]
Russian (cyrillic) [Romanization;
UN 1987, National]
Sami, Inari
Sami, Lule
Samoan
Serbian (latin)
Slovak
Slovenian
Sorbian, Lower
Sorbian, Upper
Tajik (cyrillic) [Romanization; BGN/
PCGN 1994]
Tongan
Turkish
Ubykh
Uzbek (cyrillic) [Romanization;
BGN/PCGN 1979]
Våmhusmål
Vepsian
Wallisian

supported
unicode ranges
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Title

Number
of Characters
std
pro

Examples

Basic Latin

97

97

!"#…|}~

Latin-1 Supplement

96

96

¡¢£…ýþÿ

Latin Extended-A

10

103

ĀāĂ…żŽž

Latin Extended-B

1

6

ƒȘșȚțȷ

Spacing Modifier Letters

10

10

ʻʼˆ…˛˜˝

Combining Diacritical Marks

18

18

Greek and Coptic

4

4

ΔΩμπ

General Punctuation

19

19

–—‘…‹›⁄

Currency Symbols

1

1

€

Letterlike Symbols

2

2

™Ω

Mathematical Operators

15

15

∂∆∏…≤≥⋅

Geometric Shapes

1

1

◊

Alphabetic Presentation Forms 2

2

fi fl

Arabic Presentation Forms-B

1

ff Blur Light

1

̀

́…

̂

̨

̵

̶

section e

TYPE SPECIMENS
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Shag pile i13
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmN
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

FF Blur Light 36 pt

ALLEZ LES BLEUS!
Hier kocht der Chef

FF Blur Light 30 pt

FF Blur Light 24 pt

SALAME MILANO
FF Blur Light 18 pt

Quellnymphe
FF Blur Light 14 pt

Paranormal Phenomena
FF Blur Light 12/14 pt

Sempre domenica prenderà vita una giornata Gut getarnt im Neptungras steht
ein Kuckuckslipp. Serán, a juicio de los científicos, tres épocas Onks tää vika
kysymys. Hän on työskennellyt Il y aurait bien de choses à dire là-dessus.
Several tenors sing in culturally void display. Eigentlich wollen die Leute nur die
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